A proposal to consider aspects of quality in the software development
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Abstract—Users need trusting in data managed by software applications that are part of Information Systems (IS), which supposes that organizations should assuring adequate levels of quality in data that are managed in their IS. Therefore, the fact that an IS can manage data with an adequate level of quality should be a basic requirement for all organizations. In order to reach this basic requirement some aspects and elements related with data quality (DQ) should be taken in account from the earliest stages of development of software applications, i.e. “data quality by design”. Since DQ is considered a multidimensional and largely context-dependent concept, managing all specific requirements is a complex task. The main goal of this paper is to introduce a specific methodology, which is aimed to identifying and eliciting DQ requirements coming from different viewpoints of users. These specific requirements will be used as normal requirements (both functional and non-functional) during the development of IS awareness of data quality.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many progresses in the field of software quality management at a product and process levels have been done during last decades. As a prove, it is worth highlighting the existence of multiple international standards addressing specifics issues by means of some specific quality models (ISO 9126, ISO 25000, IEEE 1061-1998), software process maturity models (e.g. CMMI and ISO 15504), and standards related to the software verification and validation (IEEE 1012, IEEE 1028, ISO 12207, etc.).

These standards have been widely used in industry for more than twenty years [1]. However, the perception of quality in software depends also on the quality of the data that manages [2-6], to endow these claims, it is worthy to bring here the conclusions raised from some reports [7, 8] coming from some consultancies and vendors that have studied the severe negative impact of inadequate levels of data quality on companies in which software in Information Systems was successfully running [9-11]. As a consequence the importance of the data quality field has grown dramatically. Indeed, this growth is widely accepted, that the new family of standards ISO/IEC 25000 Software Product Quality Requirements and Evaluation, which includes the need for dealing with data quality (DQ) as a part to be considered when assessing the level of quality of a software product: “The target computer system also includes computer hardware, non-target software products, non-target data, and the target data, which is the subject of the data quality model” [12].

This implies that organizations need to take into account data quality concerns when develop the various software since data is a critical factor [13-15]. In order to do so, we pose such DQ concerns should be addressed from the earliest stages of the software development, as it would be any other software requirements. This would require specific mechanisms and artifacts. Unfortunately, and to the best of our knowledge [16, 17], there are no significant proposals specifically aimed to addressing DQ concerns into the process of developing software.

As researchers in Software Engineering for Data Quality (SE4DQ) as a specialization of “data quality by design”, our motivation is to provide the necessary mechanisms and artifacts that can help engineers to develop software being aware of such DQ concerns.

To do so, we show the concept of Data Quality Software Requirement (DQSR) as a way to realize the Data Quality Requirement (DQR) into the software [17]. A DQSR is defined as a software requirement aimed to satisfying a DQR. The rationale about this definition is the following: we wanted to capture the DQRs that best fit to the data used in each use scenario, and afterwards, derive the corresponding DQSRs that will complement the normal software requirements (both functional and no functional) associated to each one of those use scenarios.

Addressing several Data Quality Software Requirements into a software development process can be a complex task...
given the existence of serious dependencies and users; impacts and contradictory overlapping effects on both data and process models could also appear. Being conscious of such complexity, and in order to optimize the developing efforts, we introduce DAQURES, a Methodology for Project Management of Data Quality Requirements Specification, which is the main contribution of this paper.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides some concepts on data quality to better understand the paper. DAQURES methodology is presented in Section III. In section IV a brief description of elements and artifacts identified in the methodology is done. Finally, in section V some conclusions are drawn and future work is suggested.

II. MANAGING DQ REQUIREMENTS

A. Data Quality Concepts

There are many definitions about the concept of Data Quality [18]; however, the vast majority of authors agree on the view of fitness for use: a user has a particular perception of the level of quality of a piece of data should it fit for the purpose of an specific use in a particular task, then the piece of data can be said as having quality [19]. This perception is necessarily multidimensional, because it could be broken down into several criteria, commonly known as Data Quality Dimensions [5]. Each one of the users playing a specific role within the organization by using the software should be able to identify several DQ dimensions that are relevant when assessing the level of quality of the set of data he/she needs to use for the task at hand. The set of DQ dimensions identified by a user will constitute a Data Quality Requirement, [17]. It will be necessary to capture the corresponding DQRs for each one of the use scenario and for each one of the users in such scenario.

It is not easy to identify the best fitting DQRs for a purpose [20] since there exists many highly context-dependent data quality model [21] for the various context: e.g. for medical environments [22, 23], military [24], decision support systems [25, 26], web applications [27, 28], small business [29], and cooperative systems [30]. However, there are some DQ models considered as standard, as the generic one provided by [19].

For the purposes of our investigation we define a DQSR as “those software requirements originated from one DQR that will allow deriving the necessary features in the software being development to support the required DQ characteristics”. Here, a DQ characteristic should be understood as the set of features of the software that specifically supports the specific DQR.

The set of such DQ characteristics for software is introduced in a generic way by ISO/IEC 25012 standard [31]. This standard proposes fifteen DQ characteristics from two perspectives: Inherent and System Dependent. For example, when the DQ characteristic of “Accuracy” appears in the standard, we interpret it as the set of features of the software aimed to warrant that the data being used will be accurate for the specific use in the specific context.

To achieve this warranty, sometimes, the DQSRs will derive into new functionalities that complement existing functional requirement (e.g. when a user is fulfilling a form, some verification can be added to warrant that all values have been provided for mandatory fields), or other times, they will derive into new non-functional requirements (e.g. choosing the adequate data type to warrantee stored values are accurate enough) or even that they could involve both kind of them.

B. Managing some Requirements for an Information System

The success on the development of a software depends largely on the good elicitation and specification of software requirements by the systems analyst [32-36]. Besides that, as Rizwan and Hussain mentioned [37], it is very important to model both the requirements and data involved at the moment of creating a Software Requirements Specification (SRS) document. And, it should be taken into account that many users will use the produced software, and the same functionalities of software must meet all of the intended requirements for all of the possible users. In this sense, the method of Viewpoint-Oriented Requirements Definition (VORD) as a means of specifying requirements is well recognized [38-41], even when this method is only functionality-oriented. In VORD, the concept of viewpoint is analogous to role of users or clients in software. The system delivers functionalities (or services) to viewpoints and the viewpoints pass control information and associated parameters to the system [42]. Thereby, a viewpoint is an entity outside the software that generates a requirement (i.e. requirement source).

Each viewpoint has a specific relation with the proposed software; this relation is based upon viewpoint’s needs and interactions with the system. Thus, the main focus of VORD is to capture and organize not only global but also the specific requirements provided by each viewpoint. VORD takes into account the different viewpoints, in order to structure and organize the requirements during the elicitation process. The key point of VORD is that it takes in account the existence of many perspectives and provides a framework to manage all different requirements, besides discovering possible conflicts that could appear among proposed requirements by different viewpoints. Given the focus and the main features and advantages of VORD method, we decided to use it as base to develop the DAQURES methodology.

The main steps defined in VORD method [39] are showed in Fig. 1.

---

**Fig. 1.** Steps defined in VORD method.
III. METHODOLOGY SUPPORTING MANAGEMENT OF DQ REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION

A. Objective of Methodology

The main objective of the DAQURES methodology is to guide software developers during the specification and elicitation of Data Quality Requirements. This will require the identification of the data to be used in each one of the possible scenarios, and the corresponding related Data Quality Requirements, which data must meet. For this, it is necessary to consider that each one of the software functionalities will be used by user playing a specific role (called “viewpoints” following VORD method nomenclature) who state specific DQRs for the data he uses. All of these stated DQRs should be gathered, and classified and prioritized, and conveniently transformed into Data Quality Software Requirements to be introduced as regular software requirements.

The full description of the DAQURES methodology will be completed with the next information regarding to:

- The different roles involved in the methodology and the activities in which there is a communication between them.
- The artifacts and products that are managed (inputs and outputs of activities, deliverables, etc.).
- The set of activities and steps necessary to carry out a right project management for DQ requirements specification. This description also includes the identification of the involved roles and products to be used and obtained in each activity.
- The catalog of techniques and tools that can be apply during the execution of the different activities of the methodology.

B. Description of Activities and Steps of Methodology

This subsection presents the six main activities of DAQURES methodology. These activities are proposed taking in mind the steps defined in the VORD method (shown previously in Fig. 1).

1. **PPDQ. Planning of the Project for DQ Software Requirements Specification**

This activity pursues the agreement on the DQ Software Requirements Specification and a Plan of Project of Data Quality Requirements Specification. This activity consists of five distinct steps that are shown in Tables I and II, along with the input and output products, and the roles involved for them.

Once approved by both parts (e.g. Customer and Consultant Enterprise) the first two deliverables documents “Contract of DQ Software Requirements Specification” and “Plan of Project of DQ Requirements Specification”, it is time to go ahead with the activities of elicitation, analysis and specification of DQ requirements.

2. **ISIV. Identification of Information System Viewpoints**

This activity is focused on discovering the distinct viewpoints (users) that are going to use the specific software functionalities of the application, besides the identification of the corresponding software functionalities, as well as the DQ requirements (dimensions) related. This activity consists of three distinct steps, for each one is showed the intended objective, the input and output products, techniques and tools used and the roles involved (see Table III and IV).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>ISIV.1. Identification of system viewpoints</th>
<th>ISIV.2. Identification of the most common software functionalities requiring to be complemented with specific DQ requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input products</td>
<td>- Document of Software Requirements Specification</td>
<td>- List of viewpoints identified able to propose DQ requirements to the system. - List of all functionalities to provide the system. - Document of Software Requirements Specification.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE II. PRODUCTS, TECHNIQUES AND ROLES INVOLVED FOR “PLANNING OF THE PROJECT OF DQ SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PPDQ.3. Planning of Project for DQ requirements specification</th>
<th>PPDQ.4. Approval of the planning of Project for DQ requirements specification</th>
<th>PPDQ.5. Configuration management of Project for DQ requirements specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Contract of DQ Software Requirements Specification.</td>
<td>- Plan of Project of DQ Requirements Specification preliminary version.</td>
<td>- Each one of document generated during the activities of project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Meeting.</td>
<td>- Plan of Project of DQ Requirements Specification approved by both parts.</td>
<td>- New version of each document generated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Software tools: word processors, CASE tools, MS Project, etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE III. PRODUCTS, TECHNIQUES AND ROLES INVOLVED FOR EACH STEP DEFINED IN ACTIVITY “IDENTIFICATION OF INFORMATION SYSTEM VIEWPOINTS”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>ISIV.1. Identification of system viewpoints</th>
<th>ISIV.2. Identification of the most common software functionalities requiring to be complemented with specific DQ requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input products</td>
<td>- Document of Software Requirements Specification</td>
<td>- List of viewpoints identified able to propose DQ requirements to the system. - List of all functionalities to provide the system. - Document of Software Requirements Specification.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3 VS. Viewpoint Structuring

This activity encompasses grouping the functionalities and viewpoints related in a hierarchy, with the objective of organizing them appropriately and resolving possible conflicts between the functionalities and the different viewpoints.

This activity is composed of two steps, the Table V shows their objectives, their input and output products, as well as usable techniques and tools.

### TABLE V. PRODUCTS, TECHNIQUES AND ROLES INVOLVED FOR EACH STEP DEFINED IN ACTIVITY “VIEWPOINT STRUCTURING”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>VS.1. Classification of Viewpoints</th>
<th>VS.2. Classification of DQ requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input Products</strong></td>
<td>- List of viewpoints identified being able to propose DQ requirements to the system.</td>
<td>- List of viewpoints identified being able to propose DQ requirements to the system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Instantiation of DQ model for the particular software functionalities under study.</td>
<td>- Instantiation of DQ model for the particular software functionalities under study.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Output Products** | - Hierarchized list of viewpoints and related functionalities. | - List of classified DQ requirements. |
| | - Work sessions. | - Work sessions. |

| **Roles involved** | - Chief Architect. | - Chief Architect. |
| | - DQ Analyst. | - DQ Analyst. |
| | - Use Case Engineer. | - Use Case Engineer. |

4 DV. Documentation of the Viewpoints

The main goal of this activity is to refine the description of the viewpoints and their software functionalities, besides adding a deep description of the different DQ requirements previously gathered based on the interpretation done for each DQ dimension. This activity is composed of two main steps on which indicate the sought objectives, input and output products, as well as techniques and tools used (see Table VI).

### TABLE VI. PRODUCTS, TECHNIQUES AND ROLES INVOLVED FOR EACH STEP DEFINED IN ACTIVITY “DOCUMENTATION OF THE VIEWPOINTS”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>DV.1. Documentation of viewpoints</th>
<th>DV.2. Documentation of DQ requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input Products</strong></td>
<td>- List of software functionalities selected to satisfy the specific DQ requirements from each viewpoint.</td>
<td>- List of classified DQ requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Hierarchized list of viewpoints and related functionalities.</td>
<td>- Hierarchized list of viewpoints and related functionalities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Techniques or tools** | - Software tools: word processors, CASE tools, etc. | - Software tools: word processors, CASE tools, etc. |
| | - Work sessions. | - Work sessions. |

| **Roles involved** | - Chief Architect. | - Chief Architect. |
| | - DQ Analyst. | - DQ Analyst. |
| | - Use Case Engineer. | - Use Case Engineer. |

5 LSF. Layout of Software Functionalities and DQ Requirements

The main goal of this activity is to extend the modeling of the Software functionalities with those DQSR, which have generated complementing software functionalities. To do so use case diagrams or information case diagrams can be used [43].

This activity is composed of three different steps on which indicate the sought objectives, input and output products, roles involved, techniques and tools used (see Table VII and VIII).

### TABLE VII. PRODUCTS, TECHNIQUES AND ROLES INVOLVED FOR EACH STEP DEFINED IN ACTIVITY “LAYOUT OF SOFTWARE FUNCTIONALITIES AND DQ REQUIREMENTS”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Use Case Diagram of IS.</td>
<td>- Use Case Diagram of IS.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VIII. PRODUCTS, TECHNIQUES AND ROLES INVOLVED “LAYOUT OF SOFTWARE FUNCTIONALITIES AND DQ REQUIREMENTS”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Input products</th>
<th>Output products</th>
<th>Techniques or tools</th>
<th>Roles involved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

6 CPDQ. Closing of the Project for DQ Software Requirements Specification.

In this activity, the final report of project is done, besides to carry out the presentation of results to the people involved by Customer Enterprise. This activity is composed of two distinct steps each of which shows the objectives sought, input and output products, the techniques and tools used; besides of roles involved (see Table IX).

IV. CATALOGUE OF ELEMENTS IDENTIFIED

In this section we detailed the elements identified in the activities of the methodology, these elements could be of input, output or both, being besides some of them final deliverables.

Contract of DQ Software Requirements Specification. This document represents the first deliverable (output document given to the Customer Enterprise) of DAQURES. It sets out the conditions under which will be made the “Project of DQ Software Requirements Specification”, therefore, is a public document for both the Consultant and the Customer Enterprise, and it will require approval by both parties before starting the project.

Plan of Project of DQ Requirements Specification. This document represents the second deliverable of the DAQURES Methodology. The first version of this document is realized previous to start of project, to be included as part of the technical proposal of contract. Being this document a deliverable, the Plan of Project of DQ Requirements Specification is public for both the Customer Enterprise and the Consultant Enterprise. The Plan of Project of DQ Requirements Specification will be subject to changes during all the project, and on it should be registered the delays and changes of planning made during the project, as well as the changes that can appear in the Specification Team or in the necessities of Customer Enterprise.

Catalogue of specification techniques. This document normally is property of Consultant Enterprise and contains the specification techniques available to be selected in each activities and tasks of DQ requirements specification. Some of these techniques are: interviews, documentation study, brainstorm, questionnaires, work sessions, expert judgment, DQ best practices manual, etc.

Catalogue of specification tools. This document is property of Consultant Enterprise and contains the description of set of tools available to carry out the project. These tools are mentioned in each activities of the DAQURES Methodology, some of them are: Web modelling tools, UML modelling tools, word processors, etc.

Document of System Requirements Specification augmented with DQ Requirements Specification. This artifact represents the third deliverable of the DAQURES methodology, and as such, it should be available for both Enterprises (Customer and Consultant). This artifact will be generated as final result once carried out all activities and tasks of DAQURES, will be formed by a document which collects all the DQ requirements associated to each one of functionalities to be implemented into the system. An important characteristic of this document is the necessity of a feedback by the Customer Enterprise. Once this document is delivered to the Customer Enterprise, it will dispose of time to study the results and report to the Consultant Enterprise any defect or incoherence detected, in order to clarify possible doubts and improve the document. For this is used the document of "Modification Request".

Modification Request. This artifact represents the document whereby the Customer Enterprise once revised some of the deliverables documents, manifests its opinion and possible changes regarding to the obtained results in that documents. This document will be delivered to the Consultant Enterprise, and it will check the document and will update it if necessary, according to the suggested changes. Once modified the document, it will be again delivered to the Customer
Enterprise, who will be able to request a new meeting or solicit a new Modification Request, acting just as the first time. The result of this Modification Request will be the refinement of this document, as well as the improvement of the own process.

**Internal information of Project of DQ Requirements Specification.** During the execution of the DAQURES methodology are generated, besides of the own deliverables, a set of documentation related with the own application and execution of the methodology. The output products gotten in each activities and tasks of the methodology will mainly constitute this documentation.

**Final Report of Project of DQ Requirements Specification.** This artifact will be generated as final result of project. This document gathers the conclusions once analyzed the reached results. By other hand, the Final Report is also composed of a presentation of results, which will be directed primarily to the Head of Development and Analysts/Developers, and if necessary to some Directive member of the Customer Enterprise.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Through the last two decades, the variety and complexity of software has grown dramatically, all of them focused to satisfy any kind of business processes into the organizations and enterprises. Likewise, the data used by software has become into a key assets in any type of organization. However, people using day by day the software have to be sure that data they are consuming has an adequate level of quality for the use they require. Unfortunately, there are no proposals that include issues that would address the management of DQ software requirements into the Information System development. A first approach to addressing this problem is shown in this paper, which presents a methodology for projects management of data quality requirements specification. This methodology could help developers of Information Systems, to carry out a proper elicitation and specification of specific Data Quality requirements defined by different types of roles (named viewpoints) that interact with an Information System. It can be understood as a guide that analysts can follow at the moment of writing a Requirements Specification document complemented with management of Data Quality. The purpose of specifying data quality requirements from the initial stage, it is easier for developers to be aware of the quality of data that needs to be implemented for each functionality throughout the Information System development process. As part of our future work, and considering the advantages provided by the Model Driven Architecture approach, mainly focusing on their capabilities of abstraction and modeling characteristics, it will be possible to ensure a much easier integration of our results in the DQ aware-IS development with other tools and methodologies of software development.
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